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HONDA UMK 435 UE
PETROL BRUSHCUTTER

WITH HANLDEBAR 
        

   

Product price:  

360,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

Brushcutter HONDA UMK 435 UE 

HONDA UMK 435 UE brushcutter with handlebar handle and practical harness. HONDA UMK
435 UE Brushcutter is designed to be practical yet powerful and reliable, ensuring constant power
and torque even under demanding conditions. HONDA UMK 435 UE brushcutter consists of
GX35T 4-stroke petrol engine and is capable of doing any job you expect. There are no areas
that an intricate undergrowth can hide. With the extremely robust & reliable 4-stroke HONDA
UMK 435 UE garden brushcutter, you can go where no other brushcutter can go. This brushcutter
has a semi-automatic system that guarantees feeding of cutting line. HONDA UMK 435 UE when
wire starts to wear out, it reduces cutting performance. So now, when this happens, simply tap
the brush head to the ground and more wire is automatically released.

A brief overview of Honda products
Right from start, HONDA UMK 435 UE brushcutter is extremely handy. They can handle any type
of job, no matter how long or demanding, and with choice of two powerful 4-stroke engines, they
are ready for any challenge.

Handlebar grip
These HONDA UMK 435 UE brushcutters come standard with a comfortable harness, a nylon
head for beat-and-go & a heavy-duty three-point blade. The adjustable handlebar provides better
and safer grip when mowing unwanted vegetation.

Ring handle
Ring handle brushcutters come standard with the comfortable harness, a nylon head for swing
go & a heavy-duty 3-point blade. They are perfectly balanced & provide sensitive control when
pruning or edging.

Curved shaft
Is equipped with the nylon head beat & go. The extremely low weight and balanced proportions
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make it easy to control unit while you work, so it will be much easier to reach even the most
difficult places.

Discover the entire range of mowers Honda.

Images and technical data are not binding.

HONDA UMK 435 UE

  

Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Engine: Honda GX35T, OHC, 4-stroke
Engine rpm (rpm): 7000
Starting system: Manual
Engine capacity (cm³): 35
Oil capacity (L): 0.1
Net power (kW): 1.0
Fuel tank capacity (L): 0.63
Acoustic power: 109 dB(A)
Length (mm): 1870
Width (mm): 671
Height (mm): 521
Dry weight (Kg): 7.53
Shaft type: Straight
Handle: Bike type
Product type: Brushcutter
Engine manufacturer: Honda
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